Automation optimises service experience for customers
and advisors, and reduces support operations costs
CASE STUDY
A review and redesign of customer support processes for a phone insurance brand identified key areas for change
and improvement.

Situation
This brand is a quickly growing provider of mobile phone insurance. Their business success drove growing volumes of
customer contacts as they called, chatted, and emailed with enquiries about purchased cover, claims and the processes
needed to conclude a transaction.
Clearly, success increases demand, but commercial needs require greater efficiency so that the cost of supporting
customers does not keep pace or outstrip revenue and customer growth.
While moving the customer service operation to a lower cost location was an option, this could compromise on language
quality and customer satisfaction so was not a desired route to success.

Solution
Sykes Digital Services proposed a review be conducted to identify opportunities for automation. Changes to the
programme would reduce the advisor time needed for each interaction and improve communication and outcomes for
our brand partner, their customers, and our advisors.
The first activity completed a review of customer interactions, taking account of the time spent on each and the
process steps necessary for colleagues to help customers. The review sampled call and screen recordings so that
analysts understood which systems were involved and what information was required to successfully complete a case.
Based on the review, the Digital Services team moved into Ideation mode where they identified options to streamline
processes and improve information flows through applied automation. In some cases, processes have grown over
years to meet changing needs but became less efficient as users tap into multiple legacy systems and work around
challenging system interoperability experiences.
The results of the Ideation stage were presented to the brand partner showing the value of the project, if completed,
along with cost and benefit estimates. This enabled an assessment of what the investment would achieve and the
green light to be given. An annual cost reduction of €1.3m was indicated, or 14% of the cost of customer service operation.
The Design stage that followed created a more detailed view of how automation would be deployed in the form of Digital
Assistants and led to the Build stage where resources were applied before moving into Production.
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Outcome
The project identified three key areas where Digital Assistants would help. These were Building Customer Profile,
Improved Care Content and Automated Wrap Up, accounting for 40%, 10% and 50% of the quantified benefit.
The number of screens viewed, and process steps undertaken by the advisor were dramatically reduced from 8 to 2 and
12 to zero, respectively. Where the average handle time of each customer interaction had been 2.5 minutes, this was
reduced to just 60 seconds without any loss of regulatory compliance and with lower risk as advisors did not need to
access customer information.
The annual cost of implementing and maintaining Digital Assistants is €300k and achieved this saving just eight months
after the start.
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